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Intro:
Clean up time
No guns allowed,
No criminals allowed
Mek me hear it from the crowd

Chorus:
Affi clean up the clubs, party and dance
Cause Jah name fi chant
Affi clean up the street give them a shout
Too much drugs deh bout
Affi clean up the clubs, party and dance
Cause Jah name fi chant
Affi clean up the street give them a shout
Too much drugs deh bout

Verse 1:
Too much drugs and crime in a school, ah
No education youths a push like fool, ah
No time to learn the golden rule, ah
The system a ride like horse and mule
Drugs dealers talking to snipers and skin peelers
Talk to the thugs and we talk to the gangsters
Come learn a lesson from the healers
Sing One Love like Marley and Wailers
The youth dem need role model and leaders
Tell me say that them want more preachers
Ready fi go learn so them turn seekers
Yu me a defend good preachers

Chorus

Verse 2:
University, Society, Economy
Come follow me
Industry, Archeology, Church and State why a keep up
folly
Mr. Rich and famous cockety, fase philosophy,
mythology
This s cry for the poor in poverty
Tell me a who who who yago di yo
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Chorus

Verse 3:
If you love me like I and I love you
Clean up the lane, street and avenue
Yo yo for you agree with me
One two three and seal the trinity
This is the word of the Bobo Shanti
Defend the truths and equality
Baby father no run left baby mommy
And go freak out you self in a big big city

Chorus
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